MA 153 Final Exam Information

Wednesday, December 17
10:20 am (2 hour final)
Elliott Hall of Music
You will be sitting in the same area as exam 3, but will have a new assigned seat. See your instructor for your seat assignment.

Accumulative (covers the entire semester)

BRING YOUR STUDENT ID TO THE EXAM WITH YOU

30 multiple-choice, machine graded problems
Only your answer sheet is graded so make sure you have answered all questions the way you want.

Any formula provided on any midterm would be also provided on the final exam. In addition, the two interest formulas are provided, if needed, on the exam.

Bring a scientific calculator with you to the exam. You will not be allowed to use a graphing or programmable calculator, so do not bring one. No cell phones or PDA’s are allowed at the exam.

Study suggestions:
(1) Practice final exam questions available online.
(2) Re-do all three midterms. Blank copies are available online under “Past semester’s exams”. Choose Fall 2003. The blank copies are all the green version. Answers are under “Exam Results”.
(3) Look over homework/quizzes from the semester.

Any concept covered by homework this semester is a possibility for the exam.